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Resilience is our ability to bounce back from stressful situations & continue to thrive,
despite challenges or adversity. Resilience is a predictor of mental health and is
influenced by several factors. Resilience develops over time in lots of different ways.
Here are a few tips:

A positive attitude and optimistic
mindset helps to strengthen
resilience. Encourage flexible
thinking & looking at the bigger
picture - this life is a test & so it's
normal to expect some tricky bits!
Teach children they can reframe
their thinking - any situation for a
Believer can always be good if we
practice patience & gratitude.
Teach kids to be self-aware, to
recognise and name their emotions
(e.g. "I notice you seem a bit frustrated,
is that right?"). Model and help them
practice healthy ways to cope with
emotions. Help them learn to notice
emotions in others too. Teach them:
what we think, effects how we feel.

Be aware of your own emotions,
coping strategies & levels of
resilience - kids often mirror these.

Model & explicitly teach healthy
ways of communicating about
problems, thoughts & emotions.
Talk about role models who were
resilient and discuss how they got
through their difficulties - encourage
kids to think back to times when
they successfully managed
challenges.
Model making mistakes & asking for
help. Remind kids that even though we
always try to seek Ihsan (excellence),
no-one is perfect but Allah (SWT), that
mistakes help us learn & get closer to
Allah (SWT) & that even the Prophets
(peace be upon them) sought help from
others!
Don't try to solve all your child's
problems - teach them conflict
resolution skills & how to problem solve
so they can learn how to things out for
themselves (e.g discuss a problem,
brainstorm a variety of options, explore
pros/ cons & decide on a solution to try).

Teach your child that Allah SWT is the
All-Wise and All- Kind and that
challenges are an excellent
opportunity to come closer to Him.
Remind them that He never gives us
something we can't handle & that He
promises us that with all hardship
there will be some ease or relief.

Build strong connections & trust
with your child by spending quality
time together. Listen to & validate
their concerns.

Use positive self talk - (e.g. "I am
strong!" or "I can do this inshaAllah!"
Understand the way brains work there are different parts with different
jobs - we learn how to integrate parts
& respond calmly. Brains are moldable
and change with experience so
provide experiences that will help
build a resilient, well-integrated brain.
Scaffold skill learning and experiences to
build self-efficacy, confidence, creativity,
risk taking & flexibility - gradually
introduce tiny, new challenges. Encourage
the planning & pursuing of meaningful
goals.

Help develop your child's support
networks (e.g. role play making new
friends, join interest groups, Mussala
groups, community causes or sport teams.

Give specific praise, encouragement &
reinforcement for effort and hard
work. Express confidence in your
child's skills & strengthens & capacity to
meet challenges.
Nutrition, sleep, routine, play and
physical health all impact on mental
health & resilience. Things like exercise
and team sports can go a long way to
teach kids about grit, perseverance,
acceptance, loss & failure.

The Prophet (SAW) described Believers as patient and resilient - that we may bend with
difficulties but that we bounce back or stand up straight again afterwards:

"The example of a Believer is that of a fresh tender plant; when the wind comes, it
bends it, but when the wind becomes quiet, it becomes straight again. Similarly, a
believer is afflicted with calamities (but he remains patient until Allah removes his
difficulties.)…." (Bukhari).
This MFIS tip sheet is adapted from the MFIS Parent Presentation
"Strengthening Resilience & Mental Health" by Psychologist, Fatma-Nur Atan.
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